
Azure Arc Quick Start

Azure Arc the Coretek Way

Deploying and managing workloads in data centers, across geographical 
regions, and multiple clouds increases this complexity. Internal IT teams are 
often left holding the bag on solutions that are not scalable or do not meet 
the standards of modern architecture; these solutions must also comply 
with centralized governance, compliance, and regulatory requirements, 
which create more frustration.

Coretek’s Smart Enterprise team will lead your organization to adopt 
Microsoft Azure Arc and simplify your hybrid cloud for better operations and 
increased agility. As the #1 Azure partner in the US, we retain top tier
technical experts who will help you invest in Azure Arc quickly and more 
strategically.

 • Azure Arc offers simplified management, faster app development, and 
consistent Azure services.

 • Easily organize, govern, and secure Windows, Linux, SQL Server, and 
Kubernetes clusters across data centers, the edge, and multi-cloud 
environments right from Azure.

 • Architect, design, and build cloud-native apps anywhere without 
sacrificing central visibility and control.

 • Get Azure innovation and cloud benefits by deploying consistent Azure 
data, application, and machine learning services on any infrastructure.



Coretek is the #1 Microsoft Azure Partner in the U.S. and an Azure 
Expert Managed Service Provider. Coretek consults, builds, manages, 
and maintains IT infrastructure, enabling business leaders to spend 
less time thinking about technology and more time focused on their 
customers, culture, and communities. Coretek solves the world’s 
most complex business challenges with the cloud.

We deliver customer success, no exceptions!
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A Multi-factored Approach For 
Your Hybrid Cloud Needs
Azure Arc Quick Start Options

Get started with Azure Arc Quick Start
coretek.com/contact

Gold

Microsoft Partner
Azure Expert MSP

Arc for Servers Arc for Kubernetes Arc for Data
5 days | $10k 5 days | $10k 5 days | $10k

• Discovery workshop

• Automated installation of 

Microsoft Azure Arc server 

agents to non-Azure servers

• Configuration of logging and 

metrics agents on non-Azure 

servers

• Creation of policy and alerts 

using Azure policy guest 

configurations

• Configure IAM & RBAC 

controls

• Defender for Endpoint 

Configuration and Deployment

• Endpoint Detection and 

Response

• Exploit Guard

• Application Guard

• Windows 10 Security Baseline 

for Endpoint Hardening

• Bitlocker Configured and 

Deployed through Intune with 

Key Escrow

• Windows Firewall Management

• Conditional Access Additions

• Hardware vendor and 

distributor registration with 

AutoPilot

• Application Packaging

• Hybrid AD or Azure AD join 

planning

• AutoPilot Profile Configuration

• AutoPilot Pre-Provisioning 

Profile Creation

• Enrollment Profile Creation

• Base-level Configuration and 

Compliance Profile Creation

• Pilot with up to 5 devices

https://www.coretek.com/contact

